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Kitty Interactive Toys & Products

Creative Kitty Tunnel

The unique design of the Creative Kitty Tunnel is a great way for a cat to scratch and play at the 
same time. Three roller balls will keep cats occupied while the cardboard surface entices their 
natural desire to scratch and claw. The tunnel adds extra stimulation and play opportunities. 
Included small packet of catnip encourages playtime. Catnip use is optional.

Item # Case Qty Color Dimensions
100213603 2 Brown Cardboard 15.75”w x 9.5”d x 9.25”h

Keep your pet’s attention with the Scratch, Ramp and Track Cardboard Toy. This toy comes to 
life as a ramp with simple assembly and the large scratching surface will appeal to your cat’s 
instinct and need to claw. Cats can swat and play as the two included balls roll back and forth. 
A small packet of catnip is included to encourage playtime. Catnip use is optional.

Scratch, Ramp and Track Cardboard Toy

Item # Case Qty Color Dimensions
100213514 4 Brown Cardboard 12”w x 15”d x 10”h

video available
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Cats will be entertained for hours with the Creative Kitty Scratch, Ramp and Groom. The ramp 
is designed to satisfy their need to stretch and scratch while the orange roller balls will keep 
them entertained as they bat and play. The brush can be used to groom their body and face. 
Every cat will love this versatile product. A free package of catnip is included to encourage 
use. Catnip use is optional.

Creative Kitty Scratch, Ramp and Groom

Item # Case Qty Color Dimensions
100213596 2 Brown Cardboard 9.5”w x 19.5”d x 15”h

Creative Kitty Roller Toy - 3 Pack

Extra interactive fun is packed into this perfect rolling toy. Cats will love its shape as it rolls 
across the floor with ease while they scratch and bat the two balls. A cutout middle track 
makes the balls visible to kitty as they roll back and forth with ease. The outside scratching 
surface appeals to a cat’s natural instinct to scratch and claw. Included small packet of catnip 
encourages playtime. Catnip use is optional.

Item # Case Qty Color Quantity Dimensions
100213879 3 Brown Cardboard 3 pk 10”w x 4”d

The 3-in-1 Stretch n’ Scratch Cardboard Toy is the most versatile kitty scratcher around! Three 
different shapes to choose from. Assemble as the Tall A in the upright position (Shape 1), the 
Wide Ramp (Shape 2), or the Narrow Ramp (Shape 3)! Kitty will never get bored as there 
are plenty of scratching areas to fulfill his or her scratching instincts. A small packet of catnip is 
included to encourage playtime. Catnip use is optional.

Item # Case Qty Color Dimensions
100213516 4 Brown Cardboard 14”w x 9”d x 15”h

Shape 2

Stretch n’ Scratch Cardboard Toy PATENTED

Shape 3

There’s plenty of room for scratching on the Kitty Tippy® Scratch n’ Track! Large cardboard 
surface area encourages appropriate scratching and natural clawing instincts. Comes with two 
Tippy rockers that can be installed on the back to help toy teeter back and forth during use. 
Two balls roll around for extra interactive fun. A small packet of catnip is included to encourage 
playtime. Catnip use is optional. 

Item # Case Qty Color Dimensions
100213510 6 Brown Cardboard 20.5”w x 9.5”d

video available

video available

Kitty Tippy® Scratch n’ Track Cardboard Toy

The patented EZ Mount Track n’ Roll is an interactive toy that keeps cats busy batting and 
swatting the two balls back and forth for hours. Can be used with other K&H EZ Mount 
products or on its own. Encourages exercise to keep pets healthy and fit. Attaches to any glass 
surface such as windows or sliding doors and most appliances. One year limited warranty.  

Item # Case Qty Color Dimensions
100213528 12 Gray 23”w

EZ Mount Track n’ Roll PATENTED
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The patent pending Universal Mount Kitty Sill with Cardboard Track is sure to entice even the 
hardest to please cats. The easy to remove cardboard sleep surface has built-in roller balls 
that will keep kitty occupied and exercised for hours. The incredibly easy mounting system and 
unparalleled weight capacity is sure to give pet owners peace of mind. No tools necessary. 
Refill pads available. One year limited warranty.

Refill Cardboard

Universal Mount Kitty Sill with Cardboard Track PATENT PENDING

Item # Case Qty Color Dimensions
100213601 6 Brown Cardboard 24”w x 14”d (base size)

Item # Case Qty Color Dimensions
100538788 6 Brown Cardboard 24”w x 14”d (base size)

Refill Cardboard

The Kitty Sill - EZ Mount Scratcher is the best of all worlds. It utilizes our innovative suction cups to 
mount to any window. The cardboard surface can be used for basking in the sun or to groom cat 
claws. Comes with a free bag of catnip. Refill pads available. One year limited warranty.

Kitty Sill - EZ Mount Scratcher

Item # Case Qty Color Dimensions
100213532 6 Brown Cardboard 20”w x 11”d (shelf size)

Item # Case Qty Color Dimensions
100213534 6 Brown Cardboard 20”w x 11”d (shelf size)

Refill Cardboard

Refill Cardboard

video available
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The Kitty Sill Cradle - EZ Mount Scratcher is curved to accommodate even the pickiest of kitties. 
It utilizes our innovative suction cups to mount to any window. The cardboard surface can be 
used for basking in the sun or to groom cat claws. Comes with a free bag of catnip. Refill pads 
available. One year limited warranty.

Kitty Sill Cradle - EZ Mount Scratcher

Item # Case Qty Color Dimensions
100213536 5 Brown Cardboard 20”w x 11”d (shelf size)

Item # Case Qty Color Dimensions
100213538 6 Brown Cardboard 20”w x 11”d (shelf size)

Refill CardboardRefill Cardboard

video available


